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Abstract. In secondary path identification of power transformer Active Noise Control (ANC) 
system, the background noise regards as useful signal, which makes identification result can’t 
reflect the characteristic of secondary path and affect the stability and convergence of the ANC 
system. According to the actual working condition of Power transformer ANC system, the influence 
of background noise is almost removed by combining the time-sharing measurement method with 
signal correlation analysis and setting a threshold. The simulation results demonstrate that the 
accuracy of identification is significantly improved, showing the effectiveness of the proposed 
method.  

Introduction 

Active noise control (ANC) system of Power transformer based on Huygens′ principle to achieve 
noise reduction. The secondary path transfer function applied to update the coefficient of adaptive 
control algorithm. Therefore, the performance of stability and convergence of the whole system are 
affected by the accuracy of identification. One of the key issue is how to improve the accuracy of 
identification. 

There are two methods to identify the secondary path, offline identification and online 
identification. Off-line identification has several merits, such as fast convergent rate, easy to 
accomplishment and high accuracy of identification, etc. usually implemented in characteristic of 
secondary path changing slowly. In some practical cases, however, the secondary path can be time 
varying. It is necessary and practical to identify secondary path online. The injection of additional 
random white noise into the ANC system to estimate the secondary path in [1], which can adapt to 
the changes of the secondary path to provide the control system with more accurate secondary path 
parameters. However, the identification accuracy can be badly affected when the background noise 
is correlated with the useful signal. In order to solve this problem, the methods that can isolate the 
background noise to system signal have been proposed in [2]. The influence of background noise 
is completely removed, but there are many flaws in this method, such as structure complex, 
numerous calculations, narrowly application range. A number of algorithms without secondary path 
have been proposed in [3-5]. These algorithms optimize the objective function directly by avoided 
secondary path parameters. But the main problem is that the system unstable and difficult to 
convergence.  

The influence of secondary path error for the system is discussed in this paper. 
The characteristic of background noise in substations is analyzed. According to the actual working 
condition in substations, the influence of background noise is almost removed by combined the 
time-sharing measurement method with signal correlation analysis and setting a threshold. The 
simulation results demonstrate that the accuracy of identification is significantly improved. 

Secondary path and its influence on control performance 

The composition of the secondary path 
With the development of electronic components, Adaptive digital circuit replace the the analog 

circuit to be used in transformer ANC system. The block diagram of digital adaptive ANC system is 
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shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 The block diagram of ANC system 
Where the reference signal (n)x  is fed through the controller to generate the signal (n)y which 

drives the physical path, namely Secondary path, In the case of a digital active sound control system, 
the path consists of the loudspeakers with power amplifiers, physical space, microphones together 
with anti-aliasing filters and data convertors. The path output (n)e is made up of the linear sum of the 
contributions from the secondary source and the effect of the primary source which is to be 
controlled. The presence of the physical path prevents the algorithm from being used to update 
weight coefficient of filter. Thus, we need to identify the transfer function of this physical path. 

The error’s impact on control system  
The influence of identification error of secondary path on the stability and convergence of 

control algorithm have been analyzed in [6]. It was shown that the system, with a synchronously 
sampled sinusoidal reference signal of frequency 0w , may be completely represented by an 

equivalent transfer function. The output of the adaptive filter (n)y can be related to the error signal 
(n)e by 
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In which
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Gives the important result 
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In the limit of very slow convergence (  →0) where the dynamic properties of the error path 

become unimportant, and setting ( )S z =1, then for a pure tone reference signal eqn. (2) becomes 
2
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This is a second-order recursive system whose stability can be investigated by examining 
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whether the pole positions are within the unit circle. For small  , ( )H z will have conjugate poles at 
a distance of 1 co spr    from the origin. Since all the terms in  are assumed positive, the 

distance of the poles from the unit circle can only be greater than one if cos is negative, so the 
stability condition must be: 

1 cospr    .                                                                     (4) 
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The physical interpretation of this result is that, with a pure tone reference signal in the limit of 
slow adaption the estimate of the plant response need only have a phase response within +90°of 
the true phase response of the Secondary path for the system to converge as will as the reference 
signal is broadband noise signal. 

Considering the convergence rate, the acceptable phase error range is smaller and to be 
inversely related to convergence step size. Take a system based on Fx-LMS algorithm for example: 

The practical Fx-LMS algorithm is given by  

( 1) ( ) 2 ( )[ ( ) ( )]W n W n e n S z X n


   .                                             (7) 

In the ideal situation, expression（7）can be written as  
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Where,  (n) (n)A E d X , (n) (n)TB E X X    .  

We define 
V(n) ( 1) (0)W n W   .                                                              (9) 

1'(n) ( ) ( )TV Q V n Q V n  .                                                         (10) 

WhereQ is autocorrelation orthogonal Matrix, 1 TQ Q  .The component i  makes the following 
relationship established. 
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When n  , the convergence conditions of (11) must be: 

1 2 (z) 1iS 
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Then, the convergence coefficient  of Fx-LMS must be: 
cos
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Where,  is the phase error of the parameter identification in secondary path. i denote     

the eigenvalue of the Matrix. From (13), we can know that  varies inversely to ( )S z


and is 

proportional to cos .It was proved that the phase error has little effect on  when <45 °,however, 
it can affect  seriously when >70°,When the phase error is under 45 °,it has little effect on  , but 
which more than 70, seriously affect[6]. In this case, the systems make the control algorithm stable 
by reducing  , which will seriously reduce the rate of convergence.  

The processing of background noise 

In the process of parameter identification in secondary path, background noise is all kinds of 
acoustic signal such as transformer noise, corona discharge, ambient noise excepting for excitation 
signal used in recognition system. The noise usually breaks out abruptly and randomly, with its 
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frequency band overlapped with excitation signal, and it can't be removed by Band-pass filter 
simply.  

The methods of removing background noise 
At present, two methods can remove the background noise, namely 

synchronization measurement method and Time-sharing measurement method. 
(1) Synchronization measurement method, which is often used in many situations that 

background noise distributes uniformly, has two measurement channels. One is far away from the 
other and both are in the same direction. The signals, measured by the channel which is close to the 
sound source, are mixed by background noise and excitation signal, the other signal approximates to 
background noise. Two channels measurement at the same time can suppress the time error. 

(2) Time-sharing measurement method, which is often used in many situations that background 
noise is time-invariant, requires making two signals measurements at two different time in 
the same place. Once to get the background noise signal before the system runs, and once to get the 
mixed signal after the system runs. 

Taken together, Time-sharing measurement method can be used in secondary path parameter 
identification with easy operation and high precision, but there are issues to be resolved, such as the 
noise usually breaking out abruptly and randomly, with its frequency band overlapped with 
excitation signal. 

The characteristics and processing of different background noise  
(1) Random noise is characterised by high-amplitude and short-duration and can be removed 

if the amplitude is greater than our previously setting threshold which is the average of several 
sampling periods. 

(2) When the frequency band of background noise overlapped with excitation signal, we must 
make a correlation analysis on them. Cross-Correlation Function of two signals, ( )x t and ( )y t , can 
be defined as 

0

1
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T
   .                                                 (14) 

Where,T is the correlation time. denotes the interval time between two signals. When the 
frequency of the two signals are , namely ( ) sin( )x t a t   and ( ) sin( )y t b t     . We can 
written expression (14) as  
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From expression (15) we can know that if two signals have the same frequency, the correlation 
function will retain the amplitude and phase of the original signal. Otherwise, the correlation 
function will become zero. 

When two signals are mixed-signals with different frequencies, namely ( ) sin( )
1
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Where, m and n is the frequency numbers of the two mixed signals. K is the numbers of signal 
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which have the same frequency, such as s , in the mixed signal. sa and sb denotes the amplitude . 

The correlation function will retain the amplitude and phase of the original signals which have same 
frequency. The correlation functions are processed by a Fourier transformation so that the same 
frequency band can be extracted. 

So the influence of background noise in substations can be completely removed by combining 
the time-sharing measurement method with signal correlation analysis. 

Simulation 

Off-line identification has several merits, such as fast convergent rate, good operation 
stability and high identification accuracy. So it is suitable for theoretical and experimental research. 
To study more realistic situations, we use noise signal of 110KV transformer substation as the 
background noise. First, frequency spectrum analysis on the noise, from the results shown in Fig.2, 
it can be seen that the frequency of the noise are mainly distributing on 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, 
400Hz and 500Hz. The excitation signal of recognition system is sinusoidal signal, the amplitude 
has same magnitude with the noise and the frequency is 1400 Hz. convergence step is u=10, 
Sampling Frequency is fs=3000Hz. First, there is no processing of the background noise. From 
Fig.3 we can see that the error signal have a tendency to converge to zero, but fluctuated greatly, 
and the output signal was distorted. The reason is that the background noise regards as useful signal, 
which makes identification result can’t reflect the characteristic of secondary path. So we remove 
the influence of the background noise in off-line identification by the proposed method. The 
parameters used in the simulation are same with before. The results are showing flown. 

    
Fig.2 The spectrum of transformer noise       Fig.3 The simulation results with background noise 
 

Fig.4 show the spectrum of mixed signals includes excitation signal which frequency is 
1400Hz and other background noise’s frequency are mainly distributing on 100Hz, 200Hz, 300Hz, 
400Hz and 500Hz. Background noise has been removed and the restored output is close to 
sinusoidal signal after signal correlation analysis show in Fig.4 and Fig.5. From Fig.5 and Fig.6，we 
can know that the identification error is converged at 0.06 seconds and the frequency characteristics 
of the identification transfer function are consistent with the settings. In conclusion, the estimation 
errors have good steady-state performance and converge very fast after the background noise has 
been removed. 
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Conclusion 

The estimation errors have good steady-state performance and converge very fast after the 
background noise has been removed by combining the time-sharing measurement method with 
signal correlation analysis and setting a threshold. The simulation results demonstrate that the 
accuracy of identification is significantly improved, showing the effectiveness of the proposed 
method.  
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